Versa Panel

Electric Hydraulic Leveler & Electric Truck Restraint
Central Control Box

- Single panel fully integrates the controls for the dock leveler, the truck restraint and the overhead door.
- Improves productivity and eliminates dock worker confusion by combining operations in one location.
- Ensures proper sequential operation of dock equipment thereby enhancing safety.
- Incorporates a lock out / tag out feature ensuring proper safety precautions will be taken for maintenance or repair of individual units.
- Lowers electrical installation costs by utilizing a single electrical source for all of the equipment at one door.
- The compact design enhances the aesthetic look of the dock area.
- The costing for the panel is simply done as an adder to whatever product you are purchasing (leveler, or restraint) the credits for the panels that are being eliminated are built into the adder cost
- NEMA type 12 enclosure

- INTERLOCK AND ELECTRICAL BY OTHERS